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We consider applications of the modular arithmetic to cumbersome compu-
tational tasks, i.e. to problems with a lot of operations with cumbersome numbers.
Such problems often arise in computer algebra tasks. We mean evaluations of long
polynomials with huge numerical coefficients. Traditionally a modular arithmetic
is used for each separate arithmetic operation. But It is more effective to execute
the programs from the beginning till the end modulo one prime. After several such
calculations in modulo different primes we can finally restore the right values of
all numbers of the result. With respect of the Chinese remainder theorem if you
know remainders from division of a natural number by a number of noncompa-
rable natural numbers you can restore the original number itself if it is not more
than multiplication of all these divisors [1, 2]. We assume that all numbers in the
problem are integer or rational. There is an generalization of the Chinese theorem
for integer and rational numbers.

What advantages gives us modular approach on multiprocessor platforms?
The main are:

• if we choose modulo numbers as primes a bit smaller than maximal in-
teger for a used platform (232 or 264), then in each process in modulo a
prime we will have all integers of length shorter than this maximal integer.
So if exclude subsidiary operations and restoring the final result integers
from modular representation, we will have acceleration approximately as re-
lation of operation of a long integers arithmetic in comparison with ordinary
arithmetic. But how many processors do we need? An ordinary length of
integer now is ∼ 264 ∼ 1020. It is possible to choose a number of primes
a bit smaller than 1020 and to split our task on the corresponding num-
ber of processor. If we wish to treat integers about 21024 ∼ 10309 we need
log10(21024)/log10(264) = 16 processors and for 22048 we need 2 ∗ 16 = 32
processor units. It is not too much;

• we suppose that each processor has its own RAM. But instead of integers of
the original task in our case each processor will keep in RAM integers of an
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ordinary length. So, we will have economization of RAM approximately 16 or
256 times in examples above. It can be critical important for large problems.

Takeing into account that all branches of such calculations do not demand
any synchronization. It is case of so called natural parallelization [3, 4]. So, we can
use a multicore computer or clouds or grid calculations.

Of course there are a lot of problems. Main problems are:

• if we need use rational numbers we should be sure that all denominators in
the each calculation process are indivisible on the corresponding prime. But
any chosen prime is a long integer and in some problems (for example at
the normal form calculation [5]) denominators can be very long but consist
of short prime factors only. Any case it is simpler to use this approach for
integer problems;

• It can be problems with algorithms which have internal branching. But for

some methods for example for a Gŕ’obner basis calculation there are condi-
tions of applicability of the modular approach [6] . So, complicated algorithms
should be investigated additionally.

Of course the written above should be discussed.
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